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A new look at Ennead Architect's current work

This series features architectural and design work completed at the campuses of prominent Universities and Colleges

throughout the US

This is the eighth set in an ongoing series of books. Each of the titles tells the story of a single building. It is our hope that as these

books accumulate alongside our body of work, they, in their aggregate, will form a profile of our design intentions.

The Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona State University reinvents the traditional law school experience through the

construction of a new, modern facility in downtown Phoenix. Indiana University’s new International Studies Building is a centre for the

study of foreign languages and humanistic inquiries into global cultures. The Vassar College Integrated Science Commons consolidates

the Biology, Chemistry, Psychology, Physics, Astronomy, Computer Science, and Earth Science departments into one common building

that creates a vibrant science culture for the campus. The Anderson Collection is a significant 20th century American Art collection.
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